Versatile hearing

Imagine yourself moving from a quiet conversation in the car to the noise of the city, then into a restaurant for a nice dinner with your loved ones. No problem. With versatile, automatic performance, Versáta provides the optimum combination of comfort and clarity, no matter where your life in motion takes you.

Versáta is a full product family with models, styles and colors to suit virtually every hearing need and personal style.

Life is on

We are sensitive to the needs of everyone who depends on our knowledge, ideas and care. And by creatively challenging the limits of technology, we develop innovations that help people hear, understand and experience more of life’s rich soundscapes.

Interact freely. Communicate with confidence. Live without limit. Life is on.

Your hearing care professional:

www.phonak.com | www.hear-the-world.com
Life in motion

Seamless adaptation to every soundscape

Life is all about adapting to change, especially if you lead a dynamic life. To keep pace with modern living requires a system versatile enough to adapt to the ever-changing sound environment.

Versáta is truly up to the challenge. By automatically adapting to each unique situation, Versáta offers the versatility and convenience to meet the demands of a life in motion.

Automatically ahead

Versáta employs Phonak’s exclusive SoundFlow technology which automatically creates a unique listening program for each environment.

Versáta integrates a host of advanced features dedicated to providing clear, comfortable, natural sound everywhere:

- WhistleBlock Technology, the world’s best feedback eliminator for freedom from annoying whistling
- Noise reduction and directional speech enhancement to zoom in on speech and block out background noise
- Wind noise reduction for comfort outdoors

“I was always fiddling with my old hearing aids to try to find the right setting. But my Versátas are great, they do all the work for me and I never even notice the adjustments.”

Rieke Kostler, Netherlands

Enjoy dinner parties even in noisy restaurants. Relish a quiet conversation with a loved one. Embrace the sounds of the modern world without discomfort. With Versáta you can enjoy each unique moment in time.

Wireless freedom

Versáta offers the versatility of full wireless functionality for convenient control and unlimited access to all aspects of communication in the modern world.

With the handy iCom accessory, you get hands-free, wireless connections to mobile phones, TVs and other devices. iCom sends all these signals right to both hearing instruments.

“I couldn’t be happier with iCom. I am impressed by the quality of the audio... I can listen to music without annoying my wife. But the best part is, the hearing aids are not touched at all. Discreet, yet functional and easy to use, that is what technology should be.”

Raymond Bentsen, Washington, USA